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What to expect from the Qi-Shield and how is it used.
Our modern everyday lives are full
of an ever-increasing array of
challenges. Whether we are
home or on the go – by plane,
train, car or on foot – we are always on the move and always
being exposed to large amounts
of radiation that can do serious damage to our bodies and
health.
Now for the first time Qi-Technologies can provide you with
home, office or mobile protection
in one device. The newest addition to our range of products, the
Qi-Shield, provides outstanding
protection against the effects
of electromagnetic, non-ionizing
radiation.
A revolutionary powerhouse –
The Qi-Shield is compact and
lightweight and generates a
stable wall of protection even
on the go. You can be as active
and mobile as you like without

sacrificing powerful protection
against radiation. Incorporating some of the best features
from our range of products the
Qi-Shield is in a category of its
own. Like our Qi-Mobile it offers
great protection on the go, but it
also provides high performance
protection in your home or office
similar to our Qi-Home Cell.

The Qi-Shield releases electrons
that adhere to your body, creating a blanket of protection
around you.

day for a few seconds or up to
a minute. The extra electrons
that are released will help you
neutralize free radicals, mitigate
electron deficiencies and supThis protects you from tissue port your body in the production
damage that can be caused by of ATP.
prolonged exposure to electromagnetic, positively charged, The more frequent your interachigh frequency radiation, e.g. tion with the Qi-Shield the greater
Bluetooth, mobile phone, radio the changes and stronger efTo be exact: Two Qi-Shields give or Wi-Fi radiation.
fects that you will notice.
you a level of protection against
radiation similar to that provided The warming generated by these To further boost the effects of
by one Qi-Home Cell.
types of radiation cannot pene- the Qi-Shield during the night,
trate the electrons produced by reduce the amount of radiation
Our products require no ex- the Qi-Shield. It stays outside of in the area where you sleep. Turn
ternal power sources relying your body meaning it can do you off your Wi-Fi or simply remove
instead on our Qi-Technologie, no harm. The Qi-Shield provides any sources of radiation from
which uses structured water to you with optimal long-term pro- your bedroom.
produce electrons thereby en- tection.
abling the natural flow of energy.
You can find more informaWe use natural principles that Short intervals of interaction with tion about the positive effects
are based on physical laws and the Qi-Shield will greatly impro- of the Qi-Shield and how
which do not require oscillation or ve its effectiveness. Simply touch to set it up on our YouTube
the flow of information to operate. the copper ring several times a channel.
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Product
Description
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Technical Data
Product Name:

Qi-Shield

Effective
operating range:

Oiled dark walnut

Switching on and off: The Qi-Shield cannot be turned off.
8.2 ft / 2.5 m radius in a fixed location,

To stop it`s operation in a specific area,

5-6.5 ft / 1.5–2 m radius when used as a

it must be moved to another location.

portable device
Dimensions:

Type of wood:

Weight:

1.85 lb / < 850 g (Because wood

Diameter: 2.76 x 3 in. / 70–76 mm,

is a naturally produced material, the exact

height: approx. 6.3 in. / 16 cm; thickness of

weight of each device may differ as a result

copper ring: 0.08 in. / 2 mm, solid wood,

of knotholes or other characteristics

treated – will not oxidize.

specific to each piece of wood)

top cover

copper ring

Boden
base
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Product Comparison:
Qi-Mobile©, Qi-Shield©, Qi-Home© Cell
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Qi-Mobile

Qi-Shield

Qi-Home Cell

Dimensions

2.75 x 3.9 x 1 in. /
7 cm x 10 cm x 2.5 cm

Diameter: 2.75–3 in. / 7–7.6 cm,
height: 6.3 in. / 16 cm; copper ring:
2.75 in. / 7 cm, 0.08 in. / 2 mm wall

Diameter: Approx. 14.5 in. /
36.9 cm, height: approx. 6 in.
/ 15 cm

Weight

0.35 oz / 10 g

Approx. 1.8 lb / 824 g

Approx. 21 lb / 9.5 kg

Material

Maple, olive, walnut or swiss
pine wood

Copper ring & oiled walnut wood

Copper ring & oiled Swiss pine wood

Operating range

Approx. 3.3 ft / 1 m

Stationary: approx. 8.2 ft / 2.5 m radius
Mobile: 5 ft / 1.5 m radius

25.6 ft / 7.5 m radius

Required distance from
electrical devices

10 in. / 25 cm

10 in. / 25 cm

20 in. / 50 cm

Activation of protective field

Within a few minutes

Within a few minutes

Portable

a

Frost proof
Light water production

r
r
r

a
a
a
a

Within 24 hours; each time the device
is moved it requires 24 hours to
reactivate

EMF protection

Yes - high frequency

Yes - high frequency

Yes - high frequency

ATP charging during
copper ring contact
Elimination of cell quarantine

r

a
a
a

a
a
a
a
a
a
a

Torus field

Protection against geopathic radiation

r
r
r
r
r

Infrasound optimization

r

Neustrukturierung des Wassers
Improvement of food
Inducing sleep

r
r
r
r

r

a
a
a
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How to use the
Qi-Shield©
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Carefully remove the Qi-Shield
from the shipping box and
packaging. Because some
components are made of glass
the device should be handled
with care and should not be
dropped.
To ensure the best possible
energy field place the device in
the area of your home where
you spend the most time.
Walls up to 15.75 in. / 40 cm
thick will not interfere with the
effectiveness of the Qi-Shield.
The device has a maximum
effective radius of 8 ft / 2.5 m
when in stationary operation.

Place your Qi-Shield on an uncluttered, flat surface at least
10 in. / 25 cm away from any
power sources (e.g. sockets),
power cables and electronic
devices (e.g. radios, TVs, etc.)
Protect your Qi-Shield from
moisture and high temperatures. Do not place the device
near objects such as heaters,
stoves or in direct sunlight.
Once the Qi-Shield has been
placed in an appropriate location, it takes only a few minutes
for the energy field to be fully
activated.
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Safety Instructions
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Please read the following
instructions carefully before
using your Qi-Shield and retain the instruction manual
for future reference.
Qi-Technologies GmbH assumes no liability for damage
resulting from noncompliance
with the instructions provided.
Qi-Shield has been designed
for indoor use only.
When moving or holding the
device touch only the copper
ring.
The device may be stored
outdoors.
Please ensure that the ambient temperature remains between 41° and 104° F / 5° C
and 40 ° C.
The Qi-Shield should be protected from rain, humidity and
moisture.

Severe fluctuations in air humidity or temperature can cause damage to the device, including cracks to the wooden
casing, and should be avoided.
If cracks do appear in the
wooden casing, this will not
affect the operation of the
device.
To ensure the proper operation of your Qi-Shield, a permanent ambient temperature
between 41° and 104° F / 5°
C and 40 ° C should be maintained in the area where it is
located. Exceeding or falling
below this temperature range
can lead to damage and can
cause the device to malfunction.
The Qi-Shield must not be
placed in a microwave. Do
not place any foreign objects (such as vases, liquids,
burning candles, food, crystals, stones, etc.) on your QiShield.

Modifications to the device
are not permitted. The QiShield must not be opened.
Any unauthorized changes to
the device will affect the operation of the device and will
void any guarantee or warranty.
Always transport the device
in its original packing.
The Qi-Shield may be used
by any persons with reduced
psychological, sensory or
mental capacities or with a
lack of experience or knowledge, only after they have
been instructed in the safe
and correct use of the device and they understand the
possible dangers of its use. In
all other cases, supervision is
strongly recommended.

Child safety
Keep all packaging materials away from children, as
they can cause suffocation
resulting in death or serious
injury. Do not let children play
with the Qi-Shield or handle
it without adult supervision.
The device could cause injury
if dropped. Please note that
the Qi-Shield is not a toy and
should not be used as one by
children.
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Care and
Cleaning
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To clean the Qi-Shield wipe it with a damp microfiber cloth
then remove any residual moisture with a dry cloth. No cleaning solutions or chemicals should be applied to the Qi-Shield.
Please do not use sharp devices or caustic cleaners, scouring
agents or solvents, such as rubbing alcohol, acetone, petrol
or any other chemical agents. Do not use a scouring cloth or
sponge to clean the Qi-Shield.
The Qi-Shield should not be exposed to moisture for extended
periods of time. Moisture can cause severe damage to the
wooden casing. Never clean your Qi-Shield under running
water.
The wood can be polished using suitable natural oils.
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Warranty
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All of our products are subject to strict quality controls.
If the Qi-Shield you have
purchased does not work
properly, we regret this very
much and would ask you to
contact your local sales representative or an authorized
service representative.
Qi-Technologies GmbH guarantees to the retail purchaser
that the Qi-Shield is free of
any manufacturing or material defects at the time of delivery for a period of two years
from the date of purchase.
During the warranty period,
we retain the option to repair the device two times or
replace it with a new and defect-free device if a material
or manufacturing defect is

found in the original device.
If the new device is also not
free of defects, we will provide you with a full refund
of the value of the goods
purchased.
The following steps are required in order to take advantage of the warranty:
Please contact us if you have
any questions or problems with
your Qi-Technologies device.
You can contact our customer
service representatives at:
+49 (0)3591-5 94 75 43
or if you prefer you can write to
us at: e-mail:
fragen@qi-technologies.com.
Please include your name,
your customer number and
the invoice number found on

your sales receipt or other
proof of purchase in all of
your correspondence.
If a return for inspection of
the device is agreed upon,
please pack the device in
its original box and packaging which should then be
placed in suitable outer
packaging and then sent
to the following address:
Qi-Technologies GmbH
Niederkainaer Straße 11
02625 Bautzen
Germany
The customer is responsible
for all shipping and handling
costs incurred when returning the purchased goods for
inspection.

The warranty does not cover
and excludes any claims in
cases where damage is
caused by:
- Obvious non-compliance with
the operating instructions
- Improper or inappropriate use
or handling of the device
- External influences (cold, heat,
moisture, grease, an electrical
surge or excess voltage, dust,
etc.) which the device was
improperly exposed to by the
customer
- Impact as in physical violence
or force (e.g. impact, shock,
falls, etc.)
- Any manipulation of the
device, e.g. opening the QiShield or unauthorized repair
attempts
- Any unauthorized alterations
or adjustments to the Qi-Shield
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Return form
Please enclose this completed return form with your parcel. Return the device to the following address:
Return shipments
Qi-Technologies GmbH
Niederkainaer Straße 11
02625 Bautzen
Germany

Customer information:
Last name:

First name:

Street:

City/postcode:

E-mail:
E-Mail:
Qi-Home Cell serial/registration number.:

Product Information:
Quantity:

Anzahl

Description of article:

Customer number:

Reason for return, any additional information:

Please provide us with a description of the problem and your banking details in order for us to refund the purchase price. If the payment was made via
PayPal, the purchase price will be transferred to this account.

Banking details:
Account holder:
IBAN:

BIC:

PayPal:

Note:
Please note that all products are subject to a quality control inspection upon return. A complete refund will only be provided once the inspection has been
completed and the device is found to be undamaged. We will get into contact with you if we find the product to be damaged or not in the condition it was when
originally shipped to the buyer. In the event of a warranty claim, we reserve the right to repair or modify the device in order to eliminate any defects. Please note
that the buyer is responsible for the costs of return shipping. You are free to choose the company for return shipping.

Date

Signature

Qi-Technologies GmbH
Geschäftsführer: Hagen Thiers
Niederkainaer Straße 11
02625 Bautzen
Telefon: 0 35 91/5 94 75 43
(Mo.– Fr. 9.30 –17.00 Uhr)
E-mail: fragen@qi-technologies.com
Web: www.qi-technologies.com
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